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Introduction

Hardware and Software Setup

The bq2018 PowerMinder™ IC provides a battery-powered
system with accurate charge and discharge counting of
coulomb counting. The bq2018 works with an intelligent
host controller to form a complete battery monitor/fuel
gauge system.

For the board to work correctly, an IBM PC-AT compatible computer with an available serial port is required.
This computer can be running under either Windows 3.x
or Windows95, with approximately 5M bytes of hard
disk space required for a full installation.

General Description

Hardware Installation

The EV2200-18 is an evaluation and demonstration system for the bq2018 PowerMinder device. It has been designed to demonstrate the functionality of the bq2018
within a battery system, and also allow flexibility for the
user to configure the system to their own requirements
for true application evaluation.

PC Connection:
The serial cable should be connected between the spare
serial communications (COM) port on the PC and the 9pin D-type connector on the EV2200 interface board.
Your computer manual shows the COM port locations if
you are unsure.

Kit Contents

bq2018 Connection

The EV2200–18 contains the following items:
1

EV2200 Interface Board

1

Serial PC cable

3

Software disks entitled EV2200–18 Software

Connect a bq2018-based circuit, such as the bq2118, to
the EV2200. Only two connections on the EV2200 are
required for this operation, SMBD/HDQ1 and VSS.
These two connections should be made to the HDQ and
GND connections on the bq2018-based module, respectively. The bq2018 circuit should be powered correctly, as
detailed in the bq2018 data sheet.

This kit should be used in conjunction with the bq2018
data sheet for reference.

Note: The hardware should be connected correctly and powered before the EV2200–18 software
is run.
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EV2200-18
Software Installation

Starting the Program

The following steps install the EV2200 software,
1.

Insert disk 1 into a 3 ½ inch floppy drive.

2.

Select the 3 ½ inch drive using My Computer or
File Manager.

3.

Double-click on the Setup.exe icon.

4.

The setup program prompts for the remaining disks
and installs a Windows application group.

The installation process creates an icon labeled
Ev2018ev. Find this icon and double-click on it. The
evaluation software loads in 3 to 10 seconds, depending
on the speed of the PC.
During this time the EV2200 software is testing the
communications to the EV2200. The subsequent message indicates the board status. After the communications port is detected, the software displays the bq2018
Registers screen. See Figure 1.
If you do not see the bq2018 Registers screen, see the
Troubleshooting Guide.

Figure 1. bq2018 Registers Screen
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EV2200-18
Setup Screen

Software Instructions

Enter the Battery Capacity and the RSNS value in mΩ
on this screen. See Figure 2. You can also format the
graph axis here. After the correct settings have been entered you can save the settings by clicking on the Write
Settings to File button and click on the Initialize
Battery button to ensure these values are used.

When the software is running, you can select 5 tabs:
2018 Registers, Graphs, Read/Write Regs., Setup,
and All Ram.

Figure 2. Setup Screen
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EV2200-18
tons, respectively. The period of each scan is set in the
timing box provided beneath the automatic polling
check boxes. At the bottom of this screen is shown the
data being collected when the data logging is active.
Click the Turn Log On button and follow the instructions on the screen to activate this function. See Figure
3.

bq2018 Registers Screen
The register section at the top of this screen is common
to the Graphs and the Read/Write Regs. tabs. In the register display section, each of the allocated bq2018 registers can be viewed in hexadecimal (Hex) or decimal
(Dec). Ten-user locations can also be monitored. To update each register, click on the Scan Registers or Scan
User Loc buttons. This can be made automatic by
checking the Enable Polling or Poll User RAM but-

Figure 3. bq2018 Registers Screen
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EV2200-18
Graphs Screen

Read/Write Regs Screen

Below the register set display on this tab is shown a
graph. The user chooses the data for this graph by
checking the appropriate box on the right of the register
desired. Any of the registers can be displayed and as
many together as the user desires. An example of the
Graph feature is shown in Figure 4.

The function of this tab is to allow the user to program
any of the data registers, counters, and control registers
within the bq2018. Use the memory map in the bq2018
data sheet for a guide to their individual uses. Simply
enter the address and any data (for Writes) and click the
appropriate button. The control registers will show the
binary version below the address and data entry boxes
to give a guide as to the state of the device at that time.
See Figure 5.

Figure 4. Graphs Screen

Figure 5. Read/Write Regs Screen
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EV2200-18
All Ram Screen

Troubleshooting Guide

The bq2018 has a section of RAM that is available to the
user for adding extra features such as serial number
storage and configuration data storage. By clicking the
Read RAM button all the data in memory will be shown.
Using the Read/Write Regs tab gives access to all of
these locations. See Figure 6.

Q – Why can’t my software communicate with the
EV2200 interface board?
A – If you are shown the screen in Figure 7 when you
first clicked on the Ev2018ev icon, the serial link is not
connected correctly. Secure the serial cable connection at
the EV2200 and the PC and check with the computer
manual to verify the COM port selection.

Figure 6. All RAM Screen

Figure 7. Board Detection Screen
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EV2200-18
Q – The EV2200 is communicating properly but the data
registers are all FFh (255 Dec); see Figure 8. What is
wrong?

A – The problem here is that the HDQ interface between the bq2018 and the EV2200 is not functioning.
Ensure that the bq2018 and EV2200 are connected correctly and the bq2018 circuit is powered correctly. The
bq2018 IC must see a potential of 3.0–3.9V on VCC (pin
2) for proper operation.

Figure 8. bq2018 Registers Screen
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Texas Instruments and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make changes to their products or to discontinue
any product or service without notice, and advise customers to obtain the latest version of relevant information
to verify, before placing orders, that information being relied on is current and complete. All products are sold
subject to the terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgement, including those
pertaining to warranty, patent infringement, and limitation of liability.
TI warrants performance of its semiconductor products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in
accordance with TI’s standard warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are utilized to the extent
TI deems necessary to support this warranty. Specific testing of all parameters of each device is not necessarily
performed, except those mandated by government requirements.
CERTAIN APPLICATIONS USING SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS MAY INVOLVE POTENTIAL RISKS OF
DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PROPERTY OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE (“CRITICAL
APPLICATIONS”). TI SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS ARE NOT DESIGNED, AUTHORIZED, OR
WARRANTED TO BE SUITABLE FOR USE IN LIFE-SUPPORT DEVICES OR SYSTEMS OR OTHER
CRITICAL APPLICATIONS. INCLUSION OF TI PRODUCTS IN SUCH APPLICATIONS IS UNDERSTOOD TO
BE FULLY AT THE CUSTOMER’S RISK.
In order to minimize risks associated with the customer’s applications, adequate design and operating
safeguards must be provided by the customer to minimize inherent or procedural hazards.
TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. TI does not warrant or represent
that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or other
intellectual property right of TI covering or relating to any combination, machine, or process in which such
semiconductor products or services might be or are used. TI’s publication of information regarding any third
party’s products or services does not constitute TI’s approval, warranty or endorsement thereof.
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